Literacy

Texts: “Hansel and Gretal”
“The King Who Banned the Dark”
Spiderwich Chronicles
Narrative Writing— Use the story to inspire
own descriptive adventure writing including letter writing and playscripts
Grammar
Adjectives
Adverbs
Similes
Expanded noun phrases
Sentences, question marks and exclamations
Adverbials/Fronted adverbials
Spelling
Continuing through the Y4 objectives
Handwriting
Regular practice of cursive handwriting

Reading Destination Reader

Learning Behaviours. Importance of talk and discussion of opinion. Predicting, clarifying, questioning,
summarising texts, making links

RE

Communities
We are learning about the importance of our own
communities and the Church
Giving and receiving
Being thoughtful for life, for people and gifts, is a
vital part of our relationships with one another.
When praise and appreciation are experienced, we are
enabled to relate on a deeper level.
Self-giving
Preparing for and understanding the importance of
Lent to Christians. Life, especially family life, or life
in school, is full of opportunities for self-giving.
In addition, we will try to encourage a daily act of
worship and interactions with Fr. Sean

Swimming

Weekly swimming at Park Road is currently suspended.

Science

Maths

Human Anatomy
Organs, bones teeth, comparisons with other
animals, respiration, digestion
Electrical Circuits
Static electricity, electrical components, circuit diagrams, insulators and conductors,
change within a circuit, reliance on electricity

Recapping missed content from Year 3 whilst progressing through Year 4 objectives.

A mixture of learning investigative skills
through practical activities and acquiring
knowledge through research and questioning.

Fractions and Decimals

MFL

Spanish Activities with Miss Barrett.

Year Group:
Classes:
Term/Year:

Four
4P and 4S
Spring 2020

History and Geography

Ancient Britons
A land of diversity and a land of migrants (eg
Celts).
The Byzantine Empire
The multi-cultural Mediterranean and Middle
East – seen through a depth study on the rich
art of Constantinople.
The Rhine and the Mediterranean
Why has tourism grown (a) in these areas; (b)
generally in the world?
Coastal processes
Erosion, transportation & deposition, and landforms. Jurassic coast, including significance of

PE

Team and individual sports taught by LFA coaches. Class teachers will be teaching gymnastics
and dance.

Multiplication and Division
Multiplication facts
Formal and informal methods
Multiplying and dividing 1 digit by up to 3 digits
Correspondence problems

Unit fractions
Equivalent fractions
Fractions greater than 1
Adding and subtracting fractions
Fractions of quantity
Tenths and hundredths
Dividing a 1 digit number by 10 and 100
Dividing a 2 digit number by 10 or 100
Measures
Length, perimeter and area

Consolidation and Revision
Going over content missed in Year 3 and consolidating
learning so far this year with a focus on Number,
Place Value and the four operations.

Computing

E learning— focus on home learning and use
of technology
Research—Cross-curricula with History and
Geography

Art and DT

Islamic and Middle-Eastern Art, Coastal
scenes, studying relevant and well known Art
and Artist.

